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ABSTRACT
Distributed Deep Learning (DDL) is widely used to accelerate deep
neural network training for various Web applications. In each iter-
ation of DDL training, each worker synchronizes neural network
gradients with other workers. This introduces communication over-
head and degrades the scaling performance. In this paper, we pro-
pose a recursive model, OSF (Scaling Factor considering Overlap),
for estimating the scaling performance of DDL training of neural
network models, given the settings of the DDL system. OSF cap-
tures twomain characteristics of DDL training: the overlap between
computation and communication, and the tensor fusion for batch-
ing updates. Measurements on a real-world DDL system show that
OSF obtains a low estimation error (ranging from 0.5% to 8.4% for
different models). Using OSF, we identify the factors that degrade
the scaling performance, and propose solutions to effectively miti-
gate their impacts. Specifically, the proposed adaptive tensor fusion
improves the scaling performance by 32.2%∼150% compared to the
constant tensor fusion buffer size.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Web unremittingly produces quintillions of bytes of data every
single day. These data are fed to deep learning models to greatly
improve the performance of Web applications, e.g., precision of
image recognition [19, 46], speech recognition [17] and language
translation [12]. With the ever-increasing sizes of Web data and
larger deep learning model sizes, it imposes great challenges to
model training on a single machine. For example, Google applies
BERT models [12] to Search services, while the BERT-base model
has 110 million parameters and needs about two weeks of training
on a single TPUv2 card. Extremely long model training time sig-
nificantly impedes the progress of web application development.
There is a trend that Distributed Deep Learning (DDL) is used to
accelerate such model training.

In DDL training, each worker trains a copy of the deep neural
network locally, and synchronizes the model gradients with other
workers at the end of the iteration [25, 27, 33]. Naturally, as a DDL
system scales up, the communication overhead between these work-
ers increases, affecting the performance of the training process [34].
There are two key architectures employed in DDL: the Parameter
Server [29] and the All-Reduce [15] architecture. In the Parameter
Server architecture, all training workers connect to each shared
parameter server and upload their model gradients at the end of
each iteration. The servers then update the gradients and broad-
casts them back to all training workers before the next iteration.
If a large number of workers exist, the servers may become a bot-
tleneck [36]. In the All-Reduce architecture, each training worker
communicates with its adjacent workers in a logical topology (ei-
ther ring or tree). This is done in an All-Reduce [35] manner, which
eliminates the bottleneck of the centralized server. Compared with
the Parameter Server approach, the All-Reduce architecture is more
commonly used in DDL systems for its better utilization of network
bandwidth [15, 22, 44]. In this paper, we therefore focus on the
All-Reduce architecture.

There are many works on improving the scaling performance of
All-Reduce DDL training. Here, we define scaling performance as
the incremental speedup of introducing an extra worker. For exam-
ple, gradient quantization[3, 40] and sparsification [2, 23, 31] reduce
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the communication overhead by decreasing the amount of trans-
ferred gradients, at the cost of increased computation overhead and
the accuracy loss. Large Batch Training [53, 54] and Asynchronous
SGD [20, 52, 56] reduce the frequency of gradient synchronization
to save communication overhead, which may slow down the con-
vergence of the model. As there are multiple neural network layers
of gradients, the communication of these gradients can also be
scheduled via tensor fusion [41], tensor partition [18, 24], or accord-
ing to the computation time of the gradients [38, 55], to alleviate
the impact of communication overhead.

Despite these efforts, to date, we lack a comprehensive under-
standing of how key factors affect the scaling performance of DDL
training, and how they can be alleviated. In this paper, we first
build a recursive model, OSF (Scaling Factor considering Overlap),
to depict the scaling factor of training, given the parameters of the
neural network model and the settings of the DDL system. The
OSF grasps two main characteristics in distributed training: the
overlap between computation and communication, and batching
multiple small All-Reduce operations into one. We build one DDL
testbed and use it to evaluate the accuracy of OSF at predicting
the scaling performance of various neural network models and to
measure the impact of tensor fusion on the scaling performance.
Last, to mitigate the impact of communication time on the scaling
performance, we propose replacing the communication-intensive
layers with alternative model blocks to improve the scaling per-
formance without reducing the accuracy. We propose an adaptive
tensor fusion strategy to determine whether to fuse tensors accord-
ing to the FLOPs and parameter size of each layer of the model. To
summarize, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose the OSF model (§2) to estimate the scaling perfor-
mance of DDL training, given the settings of the DDL system
and the parameters of neural network (NN) models. The estima-
tion error ofOSF is as low as 0.5%∼8.4% for different NNmodels,
which is over 83.8% lower than that of the C2C (communication-
to-computation)-based estimation method.

• We measure the scaling performance of typical NN models (§3)
with breakdown analysis of the communication time and find:
(1) the efficiency of communication scheduling (e.g., overlap-
ping communication and computation, tensor fusion) depends
on the internal attributes of NN layers (e.g., number of tensors,
tensor size); (2) the inappropriate setting of buffer size in tensor
fusion can lead to either long ALLREDUCE time, or increased
WAIT time, and thus degenerate the scaling performance.

• We propose two optimizations (§4): (1) layer replacement that
mitigates the impact of communication intensive layers, im-
proves the scaling performance from 0.25 to 0.75 (when using
32 GPUs); (2) adaptive tensor fusion (adaFusion) that determines
whether to fuse tensors according to the FLOPs and parame-
ter size of individual layers of the model. With adaFusion, the
scaling factor is 32.2%-150.0% higher than that using constant
tensor fusion buffer size, and is also 9.0%-19.6% higher than
MG-MFBP [43].

2 MODELING THE SCALING FACTOR
In this sectionwemodel the scaling performance of neural networks
in DDL training. Throughout this paper, all neural network models
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Figure 1: The computation, communication and their over-
lap in DDL training

are trained in the All-Reduce architecture. We use the scaling factor
to represent the scaling performance of neural network models in
DDL training. Scaling factor (SF) is defined by Equation 1:

SF =
T1

TN · N
, (1)

where T1 represents the execution time by one training worker for
a training job with preset datasets, models, and training targets.TN
denotes the execution time of the system with N workers when
dealing with the same training job. For example, for a given training
job, imagine 1 worker consumes 9 hours to complete the job, and 8
workers consume 1.25 hours to complete it. The scaling factor of
the system with 8 workers would be 9/(1.25*8) = 0.9. The higher
the scaling factor, the higher the performance of the training.

2.1 Scaling Factor Considering Overlap (OSF)
The DDL training time consists of roughly two parts: computation
on individual workers and communication between workers. Ex-
isting work [44] has proposed the communication to computation
(C2C) Ratio to depict the scalability of a neural network model. The
higher the C2C ratio, the less scalable the model is. The C2C-based
Scaling Factor (CSF) in the All-Reduce architecture is then deduced
as in Equation 2, where Tcomp is the computation time of a model
in one iteration of training, Tcomm is the communication time in
one iteration of training, and C2C is the ratio of communication
time over computation time.

CSF =
Tcomp

Tcomp +Tcomm
=

1
1 +C2C (2)

As the deep neural networkmodel is composed of multiple layers,
in the backward pass, the communication of one layer can start
as soon as its computation completes, and the computation of the
upper layer can also start simultaneously. Thus there exists overlap
between computation and communication, which C2C and CSF
omit and thus fail to predict the scaling performance.

Defining overlap: The overlap between computation and com-
munication is exemplified in Figure 1. From the figure, one iteration
of training in theDDL system consists of three components: forward,
backward and update-gradients operations. Each GPU computes the
gradients locally during the forward and backward stages, where
forward pass refers to the calculation of intermediate variables and
outputs for a model in the order from input layer to output layer,
and backward pass refers the calculation of the gradient of model
parameters which traverses the network in reverse order. It then ex-
ecutes gradient synchronization and SGD optimization during the
update-gradients operation, which constitutes a communications
overhead. When the computation thread initiates the backward
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Table 1: Variables in modeling Scaling Factor
Variable Meaning

N the number of workers (i.e., GPUs)

β
the network bandwidth between adjacent GPUs in the
topology

δ
the communication overhead, determined by the latency
between GPUs and the scale of the topology

n number of layers in the model
D (i ) the size of parameters of layer i in the model
M the size of a mini-batch with SGD

C (i ) the number of float-point operations a mini-batch needs
to compute in an iteration of forward pass for layer i

π
the peak computation capacity of the computing platform
(in FLOPS)

c
the coefficient that gradient operations of a model can
utilize GPU

s
the number of bytes of memory occupied by one
float-point parameter

operation, the communication thread checks whether there are gra-
dients ready for transfer. Once they are ready, the communication
thread synchronizes them with other GPUs in an all-reduce way.

Ideally, the backward and update-gradients operations should run
in parallel to improve the scaling performance. This is because the
less non-overlapped communication time there is, the less impact
that it will have on the scaling performance. From Figure 1, when
layer n of a neural network model completes the backward, layer
n − 1 starts its backward operation and layer n starts the update-
gradients simultaneously. For layer i (n − 1 ≥ i ≥ 1), the beginning
of its update-gradients is constrained by both the completion of the
backward of layer i and the completion of the update-gradients of
layer i + 1.

With the above insights in mind, we next propose the Scaling
Factor considering Overlap (OSF ) metric. Shown in Equation 3,OSF
is defined as the ratio of computation timeTcomp vs the sum of the
computation time and the communication timeTupdate , minus the
overlap time, Tover lap . It is worth noting that the Tupdate in OSF
is not equal to theTcomm inCSF , asTupdate contains the idle time
between the communication of adjacent layers, as illustrated in
Figure 1. We next defineTcomp ,Tupdate andTover lap respectively.
All the variables involved are listed in Table 1.

OSF =
Tcomp

Tcomp +Tupdate −Tover lap
(3)

Defining Tcomp : Tcomp can be calculated as the computational
operations required divided by the computation capacity of one
worker. Here we assume that gradients are the same size as pa-
rameters, according to [44]. The time complexity of a backward
operation is twice that of a forward operation [10, 42]. Thus the
computation time is described as:

Tcomp = Tf orward +Tbackward = 3 · Tf orward (4)

The training platform uses different algorithms (e.g., GEMM,
Winograd [26]) for different models to speed up the convolution
operations, according to their attributes (e.g., filter size, batch size),
and thus have different coefficients of GPU utilization (c), which
can be determined through measurement in real DDL system. In all,
Tcomp can be expressed as Equation 5, whereM represents the size
of a mini-batch with SGD,C(i) represents the number of float-point

operations a mini-batch of data requires to compute in one iteration
of forward pass for layer i , andM ·C(i) is the time of computation
during forward pass in a mini-batch for layer i [16, 29].

Tcomp = 3 · Tf orward =

n∑
1

3M ·C (i )

cπ
(5)

Defining Tupdate : Let t
(i)
backward denote the backward time of

layer i , defined in Equation 6.

t (i )backward = 2 · t (i )f orward =
2M ·C (i )

cπ
(6)

Moreover, let tupdate (D) denote the update-gradients time of
layer or tensors with size D, defined in Equation 7.

tupdate (D) =
2(N − 1)
β · N

· D +
(N − 1)
N · π · s

· D + δ , (7)

where D represents the size of parameters in of the layer or tensors,
2(N−1)
β ·N ·D represents the transmission time of gradients with (N −1)

Scatter-Reduce iterations and (N −1) AllGather iterations, (N−1)
N ·π ·s ·D

signifies the computation time of gradients aggregation in (N − 1)
Scatter-Reduce iterations, s represents the number of bytes each float
point parameter occupies, and δ is the communication overhead in
each All-Reduce operation, which can be measured directly given
the DDL system.

We use τ (i) to denote the start time of update-gradients of layer
i , which is defined in a recursive way. For layer n, the start time of
update-gradients τ (n) is 0. For layer i (n > i ≥ 1), the start time of
update-gradients τ (i) is no earlier than the end of update-gradients
of layer i + 1 (denoted as τ (i+1) + tupdate (D(i+1))) as well as the
accumulated backward time from layer n − 1 to layer i (denoted
as

∑n−1
i t

(j)
backward ). The recursive definition of τ (i) is shown in

Equation 8.

τ (i ) =


0 , if i = n

max(τ (i+1) + tupdate (D (i+1)),
n−1∑
i
t (j )backward ) , otherwise

(8)
Finally, according to the definition, we have:

Tupdate = τ
(1) + tupdate (D

(1)) . (9)

Defining Tover lap : For the update-gradients of one iteration,
the beginning cannot be earlier than the completion of backward
of layer n. Further, the completion cannot be earlier than the com-
pletion of backward of layer 1. Considering that the backward op-
eration of one iteration is executed continuously, the overlap time
Tover lap is estimated to be the sum of the backward time of layers
from n−1 to 1, as shown in Equation 10. This gives us an estimate of
the scaling performance, with the overlap taken into consideration.

Tover lap =
n−1∑
1
t (i )backward (10)

By replacing the Tcomp , Tupdate , and Tover lap in Equation 3
with Equation 5, 9, 10 respectively, the scaling factor of any neu-
ral network model given the settings of the DDL system can be
estimated with our OSF model.
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2.2 OSF under Tensor Fusion

4 3 2 1Backward

4 3 2 1All-Reduce w/o Fusion

Fuse(4,3) Fuse(2,1)All-Reduce w/ Fusion

푡푖푚푒

WaitWait 

buffer size = 2 tensors

i Tensor i  (There may be multiple tensors in one layer.)

Figure 2: Example of tensor fusion in DDL training
The OSF defined above only considers the scenario in which

All-Reduce operations take place immediately after the gradients
of a layer have been calculated. During DDL training, the com-
munication scheduler could also batch multiple small All-Reduce
operations into one to reduce communication overhead. This is
called tensor fusion, as illustrated in Figure 2. The buffer size deter-
mines how many tensors should be fused together for one iteration
of All-Reduce communication. In the example, the buffer size is set
to 2 tensors for ease of illustration. For Tensor 4 and Tensor 3, if
they are fused together, the total communication time is reduced,
because the saved time in one iteration of All-Reduce is larger than
the WAIT time. However, for Tensor 2 and Tensor 1, if they are
fused together, the total communication time is increased because
theWAIT time is longer than the saved ALLREDUCE time by fusion.
Thus, we next model the impact of tensor fusion on the scaling
performance, as shown in Equation 11:

OSFf usion =
Tcomp

Tcomp +T
f usion
update −Tover lap

, (11)

where Tcomp and Tover lap have the same definition as those in

Equation 3. Next, we formulate the communication time T f usion
update

under tensor fusion to model its impact on the scaling performance.
There are two main parameters in tensor fusion which impact

the performance of distributed training: fusion buffer sizeQ , which
is the maximum amount of tensors transmitted in one all-reduce
communication, and timeout timeout , which is the longest time
to wait for the tensors of the upper layer. For each layer, after its
backward pass completes, the tensors are put into the buffer for
fused transmission. When the buffer is full or a timeout occurs, the
tensors in the buffer are transferred in an all-reduce manner and
the buffer is cleared. The computation time and overlap time in
DDL training are not affected by tensor fusion.

For each layer i , after its backward pass completes, the com-
munication scheduler tries to put the tensors of this layer in the
fusion buffer as long as the buffer capacity allows. Thus, the size
of buffered tensors after putting tensors of layer i in the buffer,
denoted as B(i), is defined in Equation 12.

B(i ) =


D (i ) , if i = n or B(i+1) + D (i ) > Q or t (i )backward ≥ t imeout

B(i+1) + D (i ) , otherwise
(12)

When the tensors of layer i are buffered for fusion, the commu-
nication scheduler decides to transfer the buffered tensors, if one
of the following conditions satisfies:

• This is layer 1, meaning there are no more layers in this
iteration;

• A timeout occurs before the backward pass of layer i − 1
completes;

• The buffer does not have enough space to store the tensors
of layer i − 1.

Otherwise, the tensors of the current layer are stored in the buffer.
Let F (i) denote the size of transferred tensors after the completion
of backward pass of layer i , which is defined in Equation 13.

F (i ) =


B(i ) , if i = 1 or t (i )backward > t imeout or B(i ) + D (i−1) > Q

0 , otherwise
(13)

For layer i , when the communication scheduler decides to transfer
the tensors (up to layer i) in the buffer, the tensors of layer i may
have been buffered for a short duration, denoted as t (i)wait , which is
defined in Equation 14.

t (i )wait =



t imeout , if i > 1 and t (i−1)backward > t imeout

t (i−1)backward , else if i > 1 and B(i ) + D (i−1) > Q

0 , otherwise
(14)

For layer i , given the amount of transferred tensors F (i), the wait
time before transmission t

(i)
wait and the duration of backward pass

t
(i)
backward , the start time of tensor transfer is no earlier than the
end time of tensor transfer of layer i + 1 as well as the completion
time of backward pass of layer i . Thus, the start time of the ten-
sor transfer of layer i , denoted as τ (i), is defined in Equation 15,
where tupdate (F (i+1)) is the time required for all-reduce operation
of buffered tensors F (i+1).

τ (i ) =


0 , if i = n

max(τ (i+1) + t (i+1)wait + tupdate (F
(i+1)),

n−1∑
i
t (j )backward ), otherwise

(15)
Summing up the above, the overall communication time under

tensor fusion is defined in Equation 16:

T f usion
update = τ

(1) + tupdate (F
(1)) (16)

By replacing the T f usion
update in Equation 11 with Equation 16, we

can calculate the scaling factor of any neural network model, given
the settings of the DDL system, as well as the parameters of tensor
fusion.

3 MEASURING SCALING PERFORMANCE
In this section, we examine the accuracy of OSF in estimating the
scaling performance and evaluate the impact of various factors
on the scaling performance of DDL training. To this end, we first
build a DDL system which is representative of the specification and
configuration of DDL systems used by web applications [4, 5, 7].

3.1 Measurement Setup
Hardware:We conduct our experiments on a cluster of 4 machines
connected with 25Gbps. Each machine is equipped with 8 Nvidia
GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU and 1 Mellanox ConnectX-4 Lx NIC.
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Figure 3: The CSF , SF and OSF of different models

Each GPU has 11 GB of memory and connected via PCIe 3.0 x16 in
a machine.

Software: TensorFlow is used for training the model locally,
and Horovod, a widely used platform for distributed deep learn-
ing training, is used for the synchronization of model gradients
among workers. The communication across training workers is
organized in a ring All-Reduce architecture, which is supported by
communication library NVIDIA NCCL. The software version used
in experiments are Horovod 0.20.0, TensorFlow 2.3.0, NCCL 2.8.4.
Docker with images horovod/horovod:0.20.0-tf2.3.0-py3.7-cuda10.1
is used for the quick deployment of the software system.

We select five representative neural network models: ResNet50,
ResNet101, ResNet152 [19], VGG16 [46] and VGG19. The param-
eters and related information of the models are listed in Table 2.
We adopt synthetic dataset, which is more suitable than real-world
dataset when measuring the scaling performance, as random gen-
erated samples and labels eliminate the elements which are irrele-
vant to the measurements. In the Synthetic dataset, images with
size 224x224x3 (the same as that in ImageNet [11] and classifica-
tion labels are generated randomly, according to the guideline of
Horovod [21].

Table 2: Benchmark Models

Name GFLOPs Parameter Size (MB) # Layers # Tensors

ResNet50 4 98 50 176
ResNet101 8 170 101 346
ResNet152 12 230 152 516
VGG16 16 528 16 22
VGG19 20 549 19 24

3.2 Measuring the Accuracy of OSF
We first evaluate the accuracy of the proposedOSF model. Figure 3
shows the SF, CSF and OSF for different models trained on our
testbed. Here, we fix the number of GPUs at 32 and the tensor
fusion is turned off. In the figure, the number on each bar of SF
represents the measured scaling factor; the number on each bar
of CSF and OSF represents their estimation error relative to SF,
respectively. We see that the estimation error of OSF ranges from
0.5% to 8.4%, much low than that byCSF (ranging from 8% to 51.9%).
Specifically, in comparison with CSF, OSF reduces the estimation
error by over 83.8%. The results demonstrate that the efficiency of
OSF modeling in estimating the scaling performance given neural
network models and DDL system settings.

Another interesting observation is that the CSF value of ResNet
models is higher than OSF and SF values, indicating that the over-
lap between communication and computation (captured by OSF )

degenerates the scaling performance of ResNet models. Comparing
CSF and OSF , all tensors in CSF are transferred in one All-Reduce
operation to eliminate the communication overhead (δ ), all tensors
in one layer is transferred immediately after the backward pass
completes, which eliminates theWait time for the backward pass
of layer 1. From Table 2, ResNet models have many tiny layers and
tensors. For such models, the “communication after all computa-
tion” (on which CSF is built) has higher communication efficiency
than the “communication immediately after one computation” (on
which OSF is built). It also demonstrates the usefulness of tensor
fusion, which will be investigated later in this section.
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Figure 4: The CSF , SF and OSFf usion of models under differ-
ent tensor fusion buffer sizes

Next, we evaluate the accuracy of our OSF model when tensor
fusion is turned on. Figure 4 shows theCSF , SF andOSFf usion val-
ues of ResNet101 and VGG16 under different tensor fusion buffer
sizes. For ResNet101 in Figure 4a, we seeOSFf usion obtains a maxi-
mum estimation error (3.2%), much lower than that byCSF (16.1%),
which demonstrates the accuracy of OSFf usion on modeling the
scaling performance under tensor fusion. Note that in this set of
experiments, CSF fuses all tensors into one All-Reduce operation.
When the buffer size is 1KB or 1MB, the CSF value is higher than
that of SF and OSFf usion ; but when the buffer size is 100MB or
1GB, the CSF value is lower than that of SF and OSFf usion . This
observation indicates that the fusion buffer size needs to carefully
tuned for better scaling performance, which will be investigated in
the following section.

For VGG16 in Figure 4b, the estimation error of CSF is compa-
rable with that of OSFf usion , meaning that the overlap between
computation and communication has little impact on the scaling
performance. Moreover, when the tensor fusion buffer size is less
than 1GB, the SF and OSFf usion values keep nearly unchanged,
meaning that tensor fusion has a negligible impact on its scaling
performance. These two phenomena can be explained by that one
single fully-connected layer of VGG16 occupy about 74.2% of the
total communication time, which is not affected by the overlap
between computation and communication or tensor fusion. When
the buffer size is set to 1GB, the SF and OSFf usion values decrease
slightly, due to the increasedWAIT time by tensor fusion, whichwill
be investigated next. Nevertheless, OSFf usion can always estimate
the SF value under tensor fusion with pretty low error.

3.3 Measuring the Impact of Tensor Fusion
The rationale of tensor fusion is to batch multiple small All-Reduce
operations into one to decrease the ALLREDUCE time, at the cost of
increasingWAIT time. To investigate the impact of tensor fusion on
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the scaling performance, we first break down the communication
time into different constituents.

Decomposing Communication Time: The communication
time in DDL training is composed of four parts, namely NEGOTI-
ATE, ALLREDUCE,WAIT and MISC. During training, the compu-
tation graph executed by TensorFlow results in different orders of
tensor transfer among multiple GPUs. Thus, there is one GPU as the
master (which is responsible for tensor ordering). Once gradients
of one layer are ready in backward, the GPU sends the tensor infor-
mation to the master. The master determines the order of tensors
for transfer and reports the order to workers. The stage used for
determining the order of tensor transfers among GPUs is called
NEGOTIATE.

Following this, all involved GPUs synchronize the tensors (i.e.,
gradients) via All-Reduce communication. This phase is named
ALLREDUCE. If tensor fusion is enabled, after receiving the re-
sponse from master, each GPU can also wait (buffer) for the fusion
with other tensors before transmission. This phase is named WAIT.
There is also the MISC phase (including memory copy, waiting
for computation), which occupies a relatively small and constant
communication time.
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Figure 5: Breakdown of communication time of ResNet101
and VGG16 under different number of GPUs

Next, we measure the proportion of each phase, to investigate
how the scaling performance is affected by the four constituents of
the communication time. Figure 5 shows the breakdown of commu-
nication time of ResNet101 and VGG16. For ResNet101 in Figure 5a,
when increasing the number of GPUs, ALLREDUCE occupies 88%
of communication time under 32 GPUs. Compared with ResNet101,
VGG16 always has a higher proportion of ALLREDUCE and a lower
proportion of MISC. This is due to the larger parameter size of
the (communication intensive) VGG16 model. We also see that,
for these models, the NEGOTIATE time among multiple GPUs is
negligible, contradicting prior observations in [39], where long
spin waits [6] in NEGOTIATE causes significant slowdown. In our
DDL system, the equal computing capacity of GPUs and the use
of synthetic datasets eliminates the imbalance of computing and
workload respectively, leading to relatively short NEGOTIATE time.
From this, we conclude that GPUs with equal computing capacity
improve distributed training, as the NEGOTIATE time (as well as
the scaling performance) is determined by the slowest worker.

Measuring impact of tensor fusion buffer size: We start by
measuring the number of All-Reduce operations in one iteration
of training and the scaling factor of ResNet101 and VGG16 with
various buffer sizes running on 32 GPUs, as shown in Figure 6. For
ResNet101, there are a number of small tensors in the convolution
layers. When the buffer size increases from 0 to 100MB, the number
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Figure 6: The impact of tensor fusion buffer size
of All-Reduce operations drops dramatically in Figure 6a. This
leads to the growth of scaling factor in Figure 6b. When the buffer
size increases to 1GB, the scaling factor of ResNet101 starts to
decrease (although still 40% more than that without tensor fusion).
In contrast, for VGG16, the scaling factor remains almost unchanged
when the buffer size increases from 0 to 100MB. Since VGG16 has
fewer layers, the number of All-Reduce operations is also relatively
small, shown in Figure 6a. When the buffer size is set to 1GB,
the scaling factor of VGG16 decreases by 9%, compared with that
without tensor fusion.
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Figure 7: Breakdown of communication time of ResNet101
and VGG16 with tensor fusion

The difference of scaling factor when varying the buffer size
comes from the fact that the tensor fusion has an impact on the
tradeoff between ALLREDUCE time andWAIT time. Next, we pro-
file the communication time of ResNet101 and VGG16 with various
buffer sizes and investigate its impact, as shown in Figure 7. For
ResNet101 in Figure 7a, the communication time decreases when
the buffer size increases from 0 to 100MB, since the fusion of tiny
tensors effectively reduces the ALLREDUCE time. As the buffer size
continues to increase, the WAIT time increases correspondingly,
which degrades the scaling factor. In contrast, for VGG16 in Fig-
ure 7b, when the buffer size increases to 100MB, the ALLREDUCE
time is nearly unchanged, and the WAIT time is almost 0. When
the buffer size is increased to 1GB, the largest tensor could be fused
with other tensors, which saves ALLREDUCE time, at the cost of
greatly increased WAIT time, which makes the communication
time 8% more than that without tensor fusion.

3.4 Summary of Results
The proposed OSF model has much lower estimation error than
the C2C-deduced CSF model on modeling the scaling performance
of DDL training, as our OSF model precisely capture the overlap
between computation and communication, and batching update.
The OSF model can be leveraged by system and neural network
model designers to estimate and improve the scaling performance
of DDL systems.
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Table 3: The related layers of VGG16 and VGG16 with layer
replacement

Model Layer Structure
Parameter
Size (MB)

VGG16
Fully Connected Layer 1
Fully Connected Layer 2
Fully Connected Layer 3

4096
4096
1000

392
64
15.6

VGG16
w/ layer
replacement

Convolution Layer 1
Convolution Layer 2

Global Average Pooling Layer

(1,1,512)
(1,1,1000)
Pooling

1
1.95
0

We use this to better understand scaling performance. We find
that for neural networkmodels withmany tiny tensors (e.g., ResNet101),
overlapping computation and communication may result in worse
scaling performance than the “Communication after all computa-
tion" strategy. Besides, for neural network models with one single
large tensor (e.g., VGG16), tensor fusion has a negligible impact on
its scaling performance. Moreover, the inappropriate setting (e.g.,
using default values) of buffer size in tensor fusion can further lead
to either a long ALLREDUCE time, or increased WAIT time.

4 IMPROVING SCALING PERFORMANCE
Motivated by our analysis in the previous section, we improve the
scaling performance by using two mechanisms. The first mecha-
nism (called layer replacement) aims at mitigating the impact of
communication intensive layers (with large parameter sizes) on
the scaling performance. The second mechanism (called adaptive
tensor fusion, adaFusion) enables appropriate setting of buffer size
in tensor fusion.

4.1 Layer Replacement
Motivated by the network-in-network method in [30], we propose
to replace the fully connected layers with convolution layers and a
global average pooling layer. Table 3 illustrates the replacement for
VGG16.

We measure the efficacy of this approach, and present the scaling
performance in Figure 8. We train VGG16 and VGG16 with layer
replacement with ImageNet dataset [11], and find that the scaling
factor after layer replacement is much improved. When training
with 32 GPUs, the scaling factor is increased from 0.25 to 0.72.
We therefore confirm that layer replacement offers an effective
strategy for improving scaling performance for communication
heavy layers. Moreover, the training loss of VGG16 and VGG16
with layer replacement are respectively 1.82 and 1.39 after 120
epochs, as shown in Figure 9, indicating that layer replacement
does not hurt model accuracy during training.

4.2 Adaptive Tensor Fusion
Based on the measurement in Section 3.3, the constant tensor fu-
sion strategy fails to obtain optimal results for different models
and tensors. Smaller buffer sizes introduce extra communication
overhead, while larger ones might result in long wait times. Thus,
we present an adaptive tensor fusion (adaFusion) strategy, which
dynamically determines whether to fuse tensors during distributed
training. The rationale of adaFusion is that we only fuse the tensor
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Figure 8: Scaling factor of VGG16 and VGG16 with layer re-
placement under different number of GPUs
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Figure 9: Training loss of VGG16 and VGG16 with layer re-
placement

when the sum of the waiting time and communication time of fused
tensors are smaller than the communication time of transferring
the tensors separately. That is, tensors of layer i is fused only when

tupdate (B
(i+1)+D (i ))+t (i )wait < tupdate (B

(i+1))+tupdate (D
(i )) . (17)

Estimating Communication Time: adaFusion relies on the
accurate estimation of ALLREDUCE time. Traditional methods [43]
estimate the communication time by assuming that it has linear
relationship with data size given constant bandwidth. This assump-
tion is only reasonable when the dataset is large enough to saturate
the bandwidth, which always underestimates the communication
time of the pervasive small tensors in DDL training.

Considering the impact of slow (re-)start in RDMA [32], we
adopt a piecewise function to estimate the communication time
of different parameter sizes. For a large parameter size, where the
communication time is relatively longer and mostly associated
with stable bandwidth, a linear function is used to fit the data. For
a small parameter size, a logarithmic function is adopted to mimic
the behavior of the increasing window during slow start.

Consequently, the communication time given data size is ex-
pressed as:

t
′

update (D) =


a1 × log2(D) + b1 , if D < DThresh

a2 × D + b2 , otherwise
(18)

The value of DThresh is set to the Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP)
of the link in DDL system, denoting the maximum amount of data
that senders could transmit in unit time (one RTT).

To evaluate the precision of our communication time prediction
model, we measure the communication time of tensors in different
models among 32 GPUs with constant tensor fusion on Horovod.
Our measurements show that 53.1% of tensors are smaller than the
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BDP (45KB in our experiment), and it confirms that accurate esti-
mation of small tensors communication is necessary for predicting
total communication time.

We select different buffer size configurations in constant tensor
fusion to evaluate prediction performance in a wide range of data
size. The prediction error of the estimated communication time is
defined as: Test imated−Tmeasure

Tmeasure
.

The prediction error of piecewise and linear functions for the
communication time of tensors in ResNet101 is shown in Figure 10.
ResNet101 has multiple layers with small tensors, whose communi-
cation time is heavily affected by tensor fusion strategy. Therefore,
estimation of its communication time is useful for evaluating preci-
sion of communication models. From the figure, as expected, the
piecewise model has a much lower prediction error than the linear
method, especially for the tensors are small.

Given the DDL system and the training model, the computation
time of an individual layer can be calculated directly by Equation 5,
the communication time of each layer and the communication time
if the tensors are fused can be estimated by Equation 18 with higher
accuracy. adaFusion decides whether to fuse the tensors of each
layer, according to the result of Equation 17.

Figure 11 shows the scaling performance of different fusion
strategies. In the figure, the buffer size of constant tensor fusion
strategy is set to 100MB, under which all the five models have
the highest scaling factor. MG-WFBP [43] simply decides whether
to fuse the tensors of layer i by comparing the time required for
backward pass of layer i−1with the communication time of tensors
of layer i plus a small value which represents the communication
overhead of one All-Reduction operation. We can observe from
the figure that for all the considered models, the scaling factor
with our proposed adaFusion is 32.2%-150% higher than that with
constant tensor fusion size, and is 9.0%-19.6% higher than that
with MG-MFBP. The advantage of adaFusion comes from that
adaFusion can estimate the communication time of fused tensors
with higher accuracy while MG-WFBP always underestimates the
communication time of small tensors.

5 RELATEDWORK
Modeling andMeasurement ofDDL training: Previousworks [9,
45, 49, 50, 57] theoretically analyze the communication overhead
introduced by the All-Reduce topology. The communication-to-
computation (C2C) ratio [51] heavily affects the scalability of DDL
systems, and a higher C2C ratio results in lower scaling efficiency [43].
Shi et al. [44] defined model intensity, and found a higher inten-
sity and lower C2C ratio make the model easier to be parallelized.
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Figure 11: Scaling performance of different fusion strategies

Nathan et al. [47] characterized model workloads by activations
and parameters, then designed controllable computation and com-
munication intensities in ResNet models. Some works have men-
tioned the significance of overlap in the analysis of the scaling
factor [18, 38, 43, 45, 57], especially in the Parameter Server ar-
chitecture [28].Recently pipeline parallelism [34] is proposed to
partition model layers into multiple stages. In contrast to the works
above that treat neural network models as a whole, our proposed
OSF captures the impact of the internal attributes of the model as
well as the settings of the DDL system on the scaling performance.
Optimizing the communication performance in DDL train-
ing: There are a number of communication libraries that are de-
signed to develop and optimize DDL, including Message Passing
Interface (MPI) [48], NVIDIA’s NCCL [35], and Facebook Gloo [13].
Horovod [41] is a DDL framework that relies on the above com-
munication libraries, and is easier to inter-operate with many DL
frameworks, e.g., TensorFlow [1], PyTorch [37] and MXNet [8].
There are some limitations which degrade the scaling performance
in practice though. Pumma et al. [39] found that TensorFlow and
Horovod have resource contention, resulting in load imbalance and
longer training times. For inter-node communication, Wang et al.
[50] focus on the impact of network topology on DML performance
and Geng et al. [14] propose a server-centric network topology
to better utilize bandwidth among servers. Different from these
works, we perform breakdown analysis of communication time and
identify several opportunities that can be leveraged to improve the
scaling performance of DDL training.

6 CONCLUSION
We have proposed the OSF model to capture the impact of various
elements on the scaling performance of DDL training, as well as
proposed solutions that can mitigate the issues observed. These
solutions can be leveraged for better model design and improved
DDL training performance in web applications. We emphasize that
this work explores only a subset of the challenges. Hence, our fu-
ture work will involve measuring other factors, such as the impact
of dataset characteristics. We further intend to implement our pro-
posed solutions to evaluate the potential for improving scaling
performance in-the-wild.
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